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Framework for Multidisciplinary Integrated
Modeling and Analysis of Space Telescopes

David W. Miller, Olivier L. de Weck and Gary E. Mosier

Abstract| This paper presents a comprehensive frame-
work for integrated modeling, simulation and analy-
sis of optical telescopes. This framework is called
DOCS (Dynamics-Optics-Controls-Structures) and sup-
ports model development, model integration, analysis and
multidisciplinary design optimization of this class of pre-
cision opto-mechanical systems. First the research back-
ground and literature in this young �eld is discussed. Next
the structure and nominal process of an integrated mod-
eling, simulation and analysis study for a generic optical
telescope using the DOCS framework is discussed in de-
tail. The major steps include subsystems modeling, model
assembly, model reduction and conditioning, initial perfor-
mance assessment, sensitivity analysis, uncertainty analy-
sis, redesign, design optimization and isoperformance anal-
ysis. Such a comprehensive analysis is demonstrated for
the NEXUS Space Telescope precursor mission. This mis-
sion was designed as a technology testbed for the Next
Generation Space Telescope. The challenge is to achieve a
very tight pointing accuracy with a sub-pixel line-of-sight
(LOS) jitter budget and a root-mean-square (RMS) wave-
front error smaller than �=50 despite the presence of elec-
tronic and mechanical disturbance sources. The framework
suggested in this paper has the potential for becoming a
general prescription for analyzing future, innovative tele-
scope projects. Signi�cant challenges remain in enabling
fast simulations for large models, analytical sensitivity anal-
ysis for all sub-models, incorporation of slow-varying ther-
mal or impulsive transient e�ects and the e�ective use of
experimental results.

Keywords| Integrated Modeling, Telescopes, Nexus,
Isoperformance, Multidisciplinary Design Optimization
(MDO), Dynamics and Controls, Spacecraft Design, Op-
tics, Sensitivity Analysis

I. Introduction

The next generation of space and ground based as-
tronomical observatories such as the Next Generation
Space Telescope (NGST), the Space Interferometry Mis-
sion (SIM) or the Terrestrial Planet Finder (TPF) will
signi�cantly surpass the present generation, for example
the Hubble Space Telescope (HST), in terms of their sen-
sitivity, angular resolution, spectral resolution and imag-
ing stability [59], [35], [17]. The present work is moti-
vated by the need to predict the dynamic behavior of
these telescopes during the conceptual and preliminary
design phases before substantial resources are committed
towards a particular system architecture. Figure 1 shows
the HST in the upper left corner and a number of pro-
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posed successor spacecraft below. The science objectives
for these missions are translated into functional require-
ments. These are further owed down to engineering sys-
tem requirements. It is the ful�llment of these engineering
requirements, speci�cally relating to dynamics and con-
trols, which constitute the notion of \performance" in the
present paper.
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Fig. 1. Hubble Space Telescope and proposed successor missions
as part of NASA's space science program. Sample requirements
owdown for SIM.

While the HST has performed admirably well over the
last decade [17], it is essentially a multi-purpose instru-
ment providing imaging and spectroscopy capabilities in
the wavelength range 0.110-2.6 [�m], i.e. from ultravio-
let (UV) to near-infrared (NIR). In order to achieve this
large scope of science capabilities, a number of engineer-
ing compromises had to be made. The astronomical sci-
ence community has realized that specialization is neces-
sary such that the ambitious astrophysical research goals
of the �rst half of the 21st century (e.g. observation of
proto-galaxies at high redshifts, z, direct IR detection of
extra-solar earth-sized planets out to 15 parsecs) can be
achieved [59]. Consequently a number of successor space-
craft have been proposed (Figure 1).

At �rst sight it appears impossible to attempt a uni-
�ed engineering treatment of these various missions due
to the large di�erences in their respective science objec-
tives. Once these objectives have been broken down into
tangible engineering requirements, however, the missions
can be analyzed with a common set of tools. All missions
require that electromagnetic radiation emanating from a
science or guide source (e.g. star, proto-galaxy, extra-solar
planet...) is collected by an aperture, compressed and
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redirected to an electronic detector (e.g. sprectrograph,
CCD camera, fringe tracker). During this process it is
paramount that the distortion of the wavefront (surface of
common phase of light) inside the optical train be kept to
a minimum, while the boresight axis of the observatory be
held nearly �xed in inertial space.
For interferometers, additional requirements for the an-

gular propagation of the wavefront (wavefront tilt-WFT),
the pathlength the light travels in the di�erent arms of the
interferometer (optical pathlength di�erence-OPD) and
the amount of overlap the interfering light beams expe-
rience at the detector (beamshear-BS) must be formu-
lated. In order to ascertain that these telescopes will
meet their stringent phasing and pointing requirements,
the path from disturbance sources to the performance met-
rics of interest must be modeled in detail before construc-
tion, integration and testing. Additionally, for a number
of light-weight deployable structures, pre-launch tests in a
1-g gravity �eld are not feasible. Hence, it is paramount
that a preliminary design of the system is available, which
can be used as a basis for a simulation model.
The science target observation mode is in quasi steady-

state and is of particular importance. Other modes of in-
terest can be transient such as the slewing and acquisition
mode. Figure 2 shows a simpli�ed block diagram of the
main elements involved in a steady-state dynamics simu-
lation. This is the reference problem setting considered in
this paper. The premise is that a number of disturbance
sources (reaction wheel assembly, cryocooler, guide star
noise, etc.) are present during the science target observa-
tion mode as zero-mean random stochastic processes [6].
Their e�ect is captured with the help of state space shap-
ing �lters1, such that the input to the appended system
dynamics is assumed to be a vector of unit-intensity white
noises d, which are generally uncorrelated between distur-
bance sources. Reference input commands are designated
as r. The simplest assumption is that the reference com-
mands are zero, i.e. r = 0, this, however, is not always
the case.
The shaped disturbances w are then propagated

through the opto-structural plant dynamics, which include
the structural dynamics of the spacecraft and the linear
sensitivity optics matrices [63]. A compensator is often
present in order to stabilize the observable rigid body
modes (attitude control) and to improve the disturbance
rejection or tracking capability (optical control). The sen-
sor outputs y and actuator inputs u might also be subject
to colored noise n. The goal of a disturbance analysis is
to accurately predict the expected values of the perfor-
mances Jz;i, where i = 1; 2; :::; nz and nz is the number
of performance metrics. This has been previously devel-
oped and demonstrated by Gutierrez [25]. A summary of
the disturbance, sensitivity and isoperformance analysis
framework is contained in Appendix A. Outputs of the
appended dynamics model are opto-scienti�c metrics of

1Sometimes these are referred to as pre-whitening �lters.
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Fig. 2. Reference problem: Science target observation mode of
a space telescope with pointing (RSS LOS) and phasing (RMMS
WFE) performances.

interest, z. The performances are typically expressed in
terms of the root-mean-square (RMS) of the outputs. Al-
ternatively we can combine channels in a RSS or RMMS
metric, see Appendix A for details. Note that nray is the
number of light rays traced to compute the wavefront error
(WFE). Other performance metrics could be the in�nity
norm Jz;i = kzik1 or settling time Jz;i = Tsz;i of a par-
ticular transient signal.

Another objective is to identify the \key" modal and/or
physical parameters of the system that strongly drive the
system performance. Sensitivity analysis has been pre-
viously identi�ed [25] as a useful tool for examining the
dependency of the predicted performance values Jz;i on
these \key" system parameters pj , where j = 1; 2; :::; np
and np is the number of parameters2. Some or all of the
parameters might be subject to uncertainty. Oftentimes
the number of parameters, np, for which a designer has
to determine speci�c values exceeds the number of perfor-
mance metrics, nz, i.e. np � nz � 1. The traditional
approach is to �rst choose reasonable numbers for the
system parameters pj and to predict the resulting per-
formances Jz;i (initial performance assessment). If all or
some of the predicted performances do not initially meet
the speci�ed requirements Jz;req;i for i = 1; 2; :::; nz, in-
cluding margins, a sensitivity analysis can provide par-
tial derivatives @Jz;i=@pj which can be used to identify
in which direction important parameters pj should be
changed. This is intended to drive the system to a de-
sign point that satis�es all requirements, i.e. a condition
where Jz;i � Jz;req;i for all i = 1; 2; ::; nz is true. This
process is called performance enhancement [25]. A �%
uncertainty on the predicted performances, �4Jz;i, can
be computed based on known or assumed �% uncertain-
ties of the parameters pj . This is useful in establishing
performance error bounds.

2It is assumed that these parameters are continuous over their
interval pj 2 [pLB;j pUB;j ]
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II. Literature Review

This section gives a short overview of the scienti�c liter-
ature which is relevant to the development and validation
of integrated models for space and ground telescopes. The
literature discussion begins with papers on the processes
and tools used by systems engineers and designers dur-
ing conceptual and preliminary design. The current state-
of-the-art in performance assessment and enhancement of
linear time-invariant systems is discussed along with ini-
tial work in the area of isoperformance methodology. The
building blocks of integrated modeling of such systems are
structural dynamics, classical and modern control theory,
optical ray tracing as well as empirical and analytical mod-
eling of various disturbance sources. In order to lever-
age these models and simulations in a multidisciplinary
design optimization (MDO) context, issues of numerical
conditioning, sensitivity analysis and uncertainty analy-
sis cannot be ignored. Finally, past and presents e�orts
in laboratory testing and implementation on spaceight
missions are briey discussed.

The conceptual and preliminary design phases are
important times during a program in which various sys-
tem architectures are analyzed and estimates are made
of the top level and subsystem functional requirements.
Additionally, initial budget allocations are made and en-
abling technologies are identi�ed. The allocation of design
requirements and resources (costs) and an assessment of
risk during these early stages of a program is based on
preliminary analyses using simpli�ed models that try to
capture the behavior of interest [12]. This was a major
driver for the development of tools that allow quantitative
analysis and design of these preliminary dynamics models
early in a program. The kernel of the performance assess-
ment (disturbance analysis), sensitivity and uncertainty
analysis framework was established by Gutierrez [25]. The
H2-type performances used here are de�ned in accordance
with Zhou, Doyle and Glover [73].

The theory behind the performance assessment of
linear dynamical systems is well-developed. A special
case of the general performance assessment of a dynam-
ical system is given when stochastic random noise pro-
cesses are present. In this instance we speak of distur-
bance analysis and governing equations and methodolo-
gies are presented in random vibration textbooks such as
those by Crandall [11] and Wirsching [71]. They charac-
terize the response of systems driven by stochastic inputs
in the time-domain (using autocorrelation functions) and
equivalently in the frequency-domain (using power spec-
tral density functions). The concept of a linear shaping
or \pre-whitening" �lter whose input is white noise and
whose output is \colored" noise, presumably containing
more disturbance energy in some frequency bands than in
others, is covered by Brown and Hwang [6]. For the case
of state-space systems driven by white noise, the output
steady-state covariance matrix is known to be the solution
of a Lyapunov equation [25].

The idea of holding a performance metric or value of an
objective function constant and �nding the correspond-
ing contours has been previously explored by researchers
in other areas. Gilheany [22] for example presented a
methodology for optimally selecting dampers for multi-
degree of freedom systems [22]. In that particular work
(Fig.5) the contours of equal values of the objective func-
tion3 are found as a function of the damping coeÆcients
d11 and d22. In the �eld of isoperformance methodol-
ogy, work has been done by Kennedy, Jones and coworkers
[41], [42], [40] on the need within the U.S. Department of
Defense to improve systems performance through better
integration of men and women into military systems (hu-
man factors engineering). They present the application of
isoperformance analysis in military and aerospace systems
design, by trading o� equipment, training variables, and
user characteristics. Once the level of operational perfor-
mance is settled upon (e.g. \pilot will check out all air-
craft ight systems within 30 seconds"), tradeo�s among
equipment variables, adaptation, training, and individual
predisposing factors can be made. A systematic approach
to isoperformance in complex, dynamic opto-mechanical
systems was developed by de Weck [14].

A �eld that has received a lot of attention in the last
few years is integrated modeling. This encompasses
research and e�orts to simulate complex systems in a uni-
�ed and multidisciplinary environment. Several impor-
tant initiatives in this �eld, like NASA's Intelligent Syn-
thesis Environment (ISE) described by Venneri, Malone
and coworkers [70] were undertaken. Important contribu-
tions to integrated modeling were made by the Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory (JPL) with the creation of a MATLAB

based �nite element package and optical modeling soft-
ware called IMOS (Integrated Modeling of Optical Sys-
tems) [37]. This code was developed to assist in the syn-
thesis of initial models of optical instruments and to re-
duce the model creation, analysis and redesign cycle as
described by Laskin and San Martin [44].

Structural dynamics fundamentals, in particular the
single degree-of-freedom oscillator are treated by Craig
[10]. More advanced concepts on the �nite-element
method are presented by Bathe [2] and Cook [9]. The
structural dynamics and controls of large exible space-
craft have been extensively studied by Junkins and Kim
[38] as well as Crawley [12]. As will be seen later
the stringent pointing and phasing requirements of opto-
mechanical systems often require closed-loop attitude and
optical control. Thus, actuators, sensors, and compen-
sators must be included in the integrated model. Control
textbooks by Van de Vegte [69] and Ogata [61] provide an
overview of classical control design techniques, while those
of Zhou et.al, [73] and B�elanger [3] emphasize modern
control theory (state space based). Typically control sys-

3The objective function in reference [22] is called ITSE = inte-
gral of time multiplied by the sum of squares of displacements and
velocities of the masses.
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tems are implemented on digital computers as described
by �Astr�om [1] and Franklin and Powell [20]. It is interest-
ing to note that there still is a large discrepancy between
theoretical modern control theory based on LQR, LQG
and sensitivity weighted LQG, H-in�nity and �-synthesis
techniques and controllers that are actually implemented
in space ight vehicles up to this day. Aerospace contrac-
tors, NASA and other space agencies still rely mainly on
analog or digital implementations of classical control tech-
niques such as PID and loop-shaping for attitude, ther-
mal, optical and, among others, end e�ector control. This
is likely due to an aversion towards risk and to the ease
with which classical controllers are designed, understood,
implemented and tested. Additionally the advantage of
extensive ight heritage frequently o�sets the potential
performance bene�ts of modern controllers. This funda-
mental disparity was recognized by Mallory and Miller
[49]. They proposed, developed and validated a MIMO
controller tuning technique which begins with a simple
local (often classical) baseline controller, which is then
analyzed and iteratively tuned by opening up promising
cross-channels and adjusting controller parameter settings
based on a gradient search technique.
The fundamental work that allows the computation of

optical linear sensitivity matrices and their incorpora-
tion into dynamics models is attributed to Redding and
Breckenridge [63]. The linear sensitivity matrices allow
computing optical metrics such as centroid position on
the focal plane, wavefront error, wavefront tilt or beam
shear as a function of linear and rotational displacements
of the points where elements in the optical train (mir-
rors, beamsplitters, �lter wheels etc.) are attached to the
structure. The software program called MACOS4 (Mod-
eling and Analysis for Controlled Optical Systems) [36]
creates the sensitivity matrix based on a prescription of
optical elements in the system and unit perturbations of
the structural degrees-of-freedom. General recommended
references for optics are by Born and Wolf [5] as well as
Hecht [30]. Telescope optics in particular are described by
Rutten and van Venrooij [64].
When considering a disturbance analysis it is impor-

tant to enumerate and characterize all potential energy
sources that might interfere with the opto-mechanical per-
formance of the system. Eyerman and Shea [18] provide
a very complete overview of spacecraft disturbances.
Reaction wheel disturbances are often expected to be the
dominant source and Bialke [4], Davis, Wilson, Jewell and
Roden [13], Melody [52] as well as Masterson [51] have con-
tributed to this �eld. Reaction wheel disturbance models
are also included in this paper and an attempt is made
to derive performance derivatives with respect to phys-
ical parameters of the wheels. Other likely disturbance
sources are linear Sterling cryocoolers, attitude determi-
nation sensors, guide star noise in a CCD guider camera
or A/D, D/A conversion noise.

4formerly known as COMP

Once an integrated model has been assembled into a
large appended state space model numerical condition-

ing becomes important, before it can be useful in a dis-
turbance, sensitivity or isoperformance analysis. This is
due to that fact that numerically ill-conditioned models
are likely to produce inaccurate results in time simulations
or when solving Riccati or Lyapunov equations. Addition-
ally it is often true that the dynamic response of a complex
opto-mechanical system is often dominated by a small sub-
set of states or modes. Large computational savings can
be obtained if this subset can be identi�ed and isolated
apriori via model conditioning and reduction. Creating a
balanced state-space realization according to Moore [57]
can not only improve the numerical conditioning prop-
erties of a model, but it also serves as a technique for
identifying states that can be eliminated from the model
due to low observability and controllability [73]. Addi-
tional techniques for balancing large state space models
are presented by Laub and coworkers [45], [46]. For the
case of systems dominated by lightly-damped modes, the
method proposed by Gregory [23] is an eÆcient approach
for ranking the importance of these modes. An e�ective
pre-balancing technique was proposed by Mallory [49]. A
comprehensive view of model quality management was
taken by Uebelhart [68].

A sensitivity analysis provides useful information as
to how dependent outputs of a model are with respect
to modal or physical parameters of the model. A key
aspect of the isoperformance methodology is the ability
to compute exact analytical sensitivities, as opposed to
inexact and ineÆcient �nite di�erence based gradients,
which are strongly a�ected by the chosen perturbation
size. These are then assembled into a gradient vector or
Jacobian matrix in the multivariable case. The isoperfor-
mance technique operates in the nullspace of the Jacobian.
A good overview of linear algebra in this context, describ-
ing the nullspace and singular value decomposition of a
matrix, is provided by Strang [67]. Analytical expressions
for the sensitivities of performance metrics previously de-
rived by Gutierrez [25] are used throughout this paper.
A Lagrange multiplier approach was proposed by Jacques
[33] to obtain analytical sensitivities of a system's outputs
with respect to various parameters. The calculation of sen-
sitivities requires mode shape and frequency derivatives,
which fall under the category of eigenvalue and eigenvec-
tor derivatives. A good survey of various eigenderivative
methods is provided byMurthy and Haftka [58]. When the
parameters are element mass and sti�ness properties of a
�nite-element model, these derivatives can be computed
exactly using methods developed by Fox and Kapoor [19]
and Nelson [60]. Practical implementation of these meth-
ods is done by Kenny [43], and this work is extended by
Gutierrez [25]. Previous work by Hou and Koganti [31]
in the context of integrated controls-structure design also
makes extensive use of sensitivities.

Since not all parameters in a system are known to the
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same degree, parametric uncertainty represents an impor-
tant element of risk. Uncertainty analysis of the per-
formances (performance robustness) and stability margins
(stability robustness) are the topic of publications by Yang
[72], How [32], Skelton [66], Zhou et. al., [73] and the work
by Campbell and Crawley [8]. An approximate method
for predicting worst-case performance RMS values due to
parametric uncertainties is that used by Bryson and Mills
[7]. One particular method is the �rst-order approach that
relates the covariance matrix of output quantities in terms
of the covariance matrix of uncertain parameters and the
sensitivity matrix of the outputs with respect to the pa-
rameters.

The multiobjective design optimization aspects of this
work draw on previous research results in multidisci-

plinary design optimization. A fundamental book on
the theory of multiobjective optimization was published
by Sawaragi, Nakayama and Tanino [65]. An important
application of multiobjective optimization is concurrent
control/structure optimization. The objective is to de-
velop structure and control designs simultaneously such
that the overall system design has improved properties
compared to a system design obtained through a tradi-
tional, sequential approach. This allows the same per-
formance to be achieved with less control e�ort or less
structural mass, for example. This philosophy is car-
ried on in this paper by additionally including disturbance
and optical design parameters. Solutions of these multi-
disciplinary optimizations are dependent on the type of
objective functionals speci�ed and the programming tech-
niques employed. The method developed by Milman et.
al., [56] does not seek the global optimal design, but rather
generates a series of Pareto-optimal designs that can help
identify the characteristics of better system designs. This
work comes closest to the spirit followed in this paper.
A good overview of structural and multidisciplinary opti-
mization research is given in the volume \Structural Op-
timization: Status and Promise" edited by Kamat [39].

It is interesting to note that the research presented on
dynamics and controls of actual precision spacecraft or

laboratory testbeds is much less voluminous than the
theoretical literature in the �eld. The integrated modeling
process is demonstrated by Melody and Neat [53] on JPL's
Micro-Precision Interferometer (MPI) testbed and is ex-
perimentally validated based on the comparison of pre-
dicted and measured closed-loop transfer functions. Op-
tical pathlength control of a JPL Phase B interferometer
testbed was presented by O'Neal and Spanos [62]. Another
example is the work done at NASA Langley Research Cen-
ter by Maghami [47]. The pointing performance of a large,
laboratory testbed was successfully maintained while con-
trol e�ort was decreased. The genetic algorithm approach
to evolutionary design of exible structures developed by
Masters was experimentally validated on a closed-loop,
truss-like testbed [50]. Mallory [49] presents experiments
of slewing, pointing and phasing control of the ORIGINS

space telescope testbed.
Apart from the more generic literature in the �eld we

can also �nd publications devoted to speci�c missions.
Disturbance analysis results for space optical systems have
been presented for SIM by Grogan and Gutierrez [24],[26],
as well as by de Weck along with Miller, Uebelhart, Gro-
gan and Basdogan [55]. Open loop and closed loop NGST
results have been published by de Weck, Miller and Mosier
[15]. A preliminary analysis of the dynamics of the Terres-
trial Planet Finder mission was also prepared by Miller,
de Weck and co-workers [54].

III. DOCS Analysis Framework

The DOCS (Dynamics-Optics-Controls-Structures) frame-
work presented in this paper is a powerful tool set for the
modeling and analysis of precision opto-mechanical sys-
tems. Its development spans over the last 10 years at
MIT's Space Systems Laboratory and the former Space
Engineering Research Center (SERC). Within the MAT-
LAB environment a model of the spacecraft (or ground
system) can be created, which simulates the dynamic
behavior of the structure, the optical train, the con-
trol systems and the expected disturbance sources in
an integrated fashion (Figure 3). The existing toolbox
is compatible with IMOS (version 5.0) and MACOS5,
MSC/NASTRAN as well as the packages DynaMod and
ControlForge6.
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Fig. 3. DOCS-Framework block diagram. The modules marked with
an asterisk are available commercially or through academic licensing.

The modules in DOCS can be subdivided into four cat-
egories, which correspond to the columns of the block di-
agram in Figure 3. The �rst column contains modules
which are useful in the initial modeling of the dynamic
system under investigation. This system can be a concep-
tual or preliminary design model of a scienti�c spacecraft,
a spaceborne or ground based telescope or some other high

5Available for academic licensing from the Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory (JPL).
6Available commercially from Mid�e Technology Corporation.
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performance dynamic system. The initial design is the
starting point for the creation of a structural model, which
provides the sti�ness and mass distribution of the system.
This is typically done via the �nite element method (FEM)
and produces the natural frequencies, 
, and mode shapes,
�, which are used to obtain a state space representation of
the structural dynamics. This can be done via commercial
codes such as FEMAP and MSC/NASTRAN or with the
help of IMOS. The corresponding optical model typically
traces a large number of on-axis and o�-axis rays through
the system to obtain the linear sensitivity matrices. These
matrices relate motions of the attachment points of opti-
cal elements to the optical performance metrics (wavefront
error, optical path di�erence, wavefront tilt, beam shear
etc.). DOCS has provisions for modeling a large variety
of on-board and external disturbance sources, such as re-
action wheel noise, cryocooler disturbances, thermal snap,
D/A and A/D noise and various sensor noises. In some
cases, if disturbance measurement data is available, these
disturbance models are empirical and based on actual dis-
turbance data from spacecraft operations or laboratory
tests. The module DYNAMOD provides an alternative to
�nite element modeling, if physical measurements can be
made on the system or subsystem. In that case model �t-
ting techniques are used to obtain a MIMO measurement
model which is a good �t to the experimentally determined
transfer function matrix of the actual system (measure-
ment model). Most high performance dynamic systems
rely on feedback control systems to achieve the required
performance levels. Thus, a baseline controller (compen-
sator) must be synthesized based on a chosen system con-
trol strategy (e.g. local versus global control as in decou-
pled control loops for attitude and optical control, clas-
sical control versus modern control). Finally, it is likely
that physical or modal parameters of the system model are
uncertain. This uncertainty can be estimated apriori by
consulting an uncertainty database of past model errors of
similar systems, such as the one provided by Hasselman
[27], [28], [29].

The second category of tools in the DOCS framework
is dedicated to model preparation and conditioning.
Model assembly is the process of aggregating the disci-
plinary sub-models into an overall, integrated model of
the system dynamics. This assembled model will be open
or closed-loop an can be mathematically represented in
transfer matrix form Gzd(j!), as an appended state space
system, Szd, or in system block diagram form (e.g. in
Simulink). Typically the integrated model will initially be
numerically ill-conditioned. A number of tools are pro-
vided to facilitate model \quality management". This in-
cludes veri�cation of absolute and relative stability (mar-
gins), extraction of minimal representations, model bal-
ancing and reduction as well as model diagonalization.
Model reduction is a critical step, since it reduces the
model size leading to faster model evaluation, while main-
taining the critical information. The recommended model

conditioning in DOCS is a two step procedure with an
initial conditioning of the opto-structural plant dynam-
ics alone. The objective of this �rst step is to eliminate
pole-zero cancellations and obtain a well conditioned plant
model. The second conditioning and reduction step is
more aggressive and is executed on the aggregated model,
which contains the frequency weighting introduced by con-
trol and disturbance dynamics. Finally a number of soft-
ware routines are emerging in DOCS which allow model
updating of the plant model with measurement data.

After an integrated model has been created and numer-
ically conditioned, the performances such as root-mean-
square (RMS) values of opto-mechanical metrics (e.g.
pathlength di�erence, pointing jitter, fringe visibility, null-
depth) can be predicted. This capability is provided by
the disturbance analysis module, which appears in the
third column of the DOCS block diagram. The distur-
bance analysis can be conducted in the time domain, fre-
quency domain or as a Lyapunov analysis. The predicted
performance values are compared with the requirements.
The goal of the uncertainty analysis is to associate er-
ror bars with the predicted performance values, which
are based on an uncertainty database resulting from past
ground and ight experience. The actuator-sensor topol-
ogy of the system can be analyzed numerically to en-
sure that the control system uses the actuator-sensor pairs
that will ensure maximum disturbance rejection or track-
ing performance. This gives an indication if additional
sensor-actuator channels should be included in the com-
pensator beyond the ones in the baseline controller. The
controller can also be analyzed and modi�ed with Control-
Forge. This module is the product of control synthesis and
analysis work on MACE and other experimental programs
and allows implementation of modern control techniques
such as sensitivity-weighted LQG.

An initial design will usually not be satisfactory without
some amount of iteration. The exact analytical sensitivi-
ties of the performance with respect to modal or physical
design parameters can be useful in this instance. These
sensitivities are essential for conducting gradient-based
optimization, redesign or uncertainty analyses. This ca-
pability is used in the model updating, ControlForge, un-
certainty analysis, optimization, sensitivity and isoperfor-
mance modules shown in Figure 3. These activities are
part of the \design" category of tools in DOCS. A con-
trol tuning engine was developed by Mallory [49] such that
a parameterized controller is tweaked to provide improved
performance with satisfactory stability margins for a �xed
plant. An outer optimization loop is carried out during
performance enhancement. Here insights from Controlled
Structures Technology (CST) are levied such that a com-
bination of performance enhancement steps (disturbance
isolation, output isolation, plant redesign, low-authority
control (LAC), high-authority control (HAC)) is imple-
mented in the system design. Once a design has been
found that meets all requirements with suÆcient mar-
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gins, an isoperformance analysis can be conducted [14].
Treating the performance as an equality constraint, the
expected error sources (error budgeting) or key design
parameters (multiobjective design optimization) can be
traded with respect to each other. This is useful in ensur-
ing that the level of diÆculty in implementing the design
is similar for all subsystems. The framework has been
successfully applied to conceptual designs of SIM, NGST,
the Terrestrial Planet Finder (TPF) mission and NEXUS.
Substantial contributions to the framework were made by
Blaurock, Gutierrez [25], Jacques [34], Mallory [48], [49],
Uebelhart [68], Masterson [51], de Weck [14] as well as
Miller.

IV. NEXUS Space Telescope Study

The purpose of the NEXUS spacecraft case study is
to demonstrate the usefulness of the Dynamics-Optics-
Controls-Structures (DOCS) framework on a realistic con-
ceptual design model of a high-performance spacecraft. A
graphical representation of the launch and on-orbit con-
�gurations of NEXUS is shown in Figure 4.

on-orbit
configuration

Fairing

launch
configuration

Instrument
Module

Sunshield

Pro/E models
© NASA GSFC

0 1 2

meters

OTA

Delta II

Fig. 4. NEXUS Spacecraft Concept

NEXUS was planned as a technology risk-reduction
experiment in space and as a precursor to NGST. The
NEXUS project was oÆcially canceled in December 2000
as a part of the NGST rescoping exercise. It was never-
theless decided to use NEXUS for this case study, since
the conceptual model is well developed and many lessons
learned from previous NGST Yardstick models were incor-
porated.
NEXUS features a 2.8 m diameter primary mirror, con-

sisting of three AMSD-sized primary mirror (PM) petals.
Two of these are �xed and one is deployable as shown in
Figure 4 on the left side. The total mass of the spacecraft
is nominally 752.8 [kg] at a cost of $M 105.88 (FY00).
The target orbit is L2 of the Sun/Earth system with a
projected launch date of 2004. The optical telescope as-
sembly (OTA) also features a 3-legged spider, which sup-

ports the secondary mirror (SM). The instrument module
contains the optics downstream of the tertiary mirror and
the camera (detector). The sunshield is large, deployable
and light-weight,thus accounting for the �rst exible mode
of the spacecraft structure around 0.2 Hz.

A. Integrated Modeling

The integrated model for NEXUS contains a structural
�nite element model (FEM), see Figure 5. The model was
initially created in FEMAP/NASTRAN and subsequently
translated to IMOS [37]. The �gure shows the important
locations at which disturbance and control inputs enter as
well as important output nodes for the ACS as well as the
locations where optical elements are mounted.
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Fig. 5. NEXUS Finite Element Model. Important I/O grid points
(nodes) and variable design parameters are shown.

The two performance metrics of interest are the root-
mean-mean-square wavefront error, Jz;1 = RMMS WFE,
and the root-sum-square line-of-sight jitter, Jz;2 =
RSS LOS. The optical linear sensitivity matrices for these
performance with respect to the translations and rotations
of the optical elements were computed with MACOS. The
appended dynamics of this system are shown in the block
diagram of Figure 6.
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Fig. 6. NEXUS block diagram with 4 disturbance sources (RWA,
Cryo, ACS noise, GS noise) and 2 performances (RMMS WFE, RSS
LOS). Simulation implemented in Simulink as well as state space.
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There are four expected disturbance sources in the
model (nd = 4). The �rst is broadband reaction wheel
noise, assuming a 4-wheel pyramid and uniform probabil-
ity density on the wheel speed distribution, with an upper
(operational) wheel speed Ru. The disturbance forces and
torques are caused by static and dynamic imbalances, Us
and Ud, as well as higher harmonics [51]. The second dis-
turbance is due to a linear Sterling cryocooler at drive
frequency fc. This device is used to cool the IR detec-
tor and is installed in the instrument module. The third
disturbance is attitude noise, which is based on rate gyro
noise and star tracker noise measured on the Cassini mis-
sion (JPL). Finally there is guide star noise, which is very
sensitive to the guider sampling rate, Tgs, and the guide
star brightness, Mgs.
In summary the appended dynamics, Szd, of this sys-

tem contain 320 states (ns = 320), two performance met-
rics (nz = 2), four disturbance sources (nd = 4) and 25
variable design parameters (np = 25). Table I summarizes
the variable design parameters for the NEXUS case study.

TABLE I

NEXUS Variable Design Parameters pj , j = 1; : : : ; 25.

Symbol po Description Units
disturbance parameters

Ru 3000 upper wheel speed [RPM]
Us 1.8 static imbalance [gcm]
Ud 60 dynamic imbalance [gcm2]
fc 30 cryo drive frequency [Hz]
Qc 0.005 cryo attenuation [-]
Tst 20 star tracker rate [sec]
Srg 3e�14 gyro noise intensity [rad2/s]
Sst 2 tracker one sigma [arcsec]
Tgs 0.04 GS integration time [sec]

plant parameter
mSM 2.49 mass of secondary [kg]
KyPM 0.8e6 PM bipod sti�ness [N/m]
KrISO 3000 isolator sti�ness [Nm/rad]
mbus 0.3e3 S/C bus mass [kg]
Kzpet 0.9e8 petal hinge sti�ness [N/m]
tsp 0.003 spider wall thickness [m]
Iss 0.8e-8 sunshield m.o.inertia [m4]
Ipropt 5.11 propulsion inertia [kgm2]
� 0.005 modal damping [-]

optics parameters
� 1e-6 optical wavelength [m]
Ro 0.98 optical transmissivity [-]
QE 0.80 quantum eÆciency [-]
Mgs 15.0 guide star magnitude [mag]

controls parameters
fca 0.01 ACS control bandwidth [Hz]
Kc 0.0 FSM/ACS coupling [0-1]
Kcf 2000 FSM controller gain [-]

B. Disturbance Analysis

A disturbance analysis was carried out with the initial
parameters, po, given in Table I. Results for LOS jitter are
contained in Figure 7. The bottom plot shows a sample
time realization for 5 seconds and the centroid X location.
The middle plot shows the power spectral density (PSD)
of LOS jitter (RSS LOS) for a frequency domain and time
domain calculation. The top plot is the cumulative RSS
of LOS jitter as a function of frequency.
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Fig. 7. LOS Jitter initial disturbance analysis

Another way to look at performance Jz;2 is to plot the
time histories from the motions of centroid X and Y versus
each other. This has been done in Figure 8. The predicted
RSS LOS is 14.97 �m, versus a requirement of 5 �m7.

The wavefront error performance is omitted here for
simplicity, but it is discussed in de Weck's Ph.D. thesis
[14]. Table II shows an overview of the predicted perfor-
mance, using the initial parameters po.

The wavefront error requirement (�=50) is nearly met,
but the pointing performance has to improve by a factor
of roughly three.

7This requirement comes from the assumption of 25 �m pixel pitch
and a desire to maintain RSS LOS jitter below 1/5 of a pixel.
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TABLE II

Initial Performance Analysis Results

Performance Lyap Time Req Units
Jz;1 RMMS WFE 25.61 19.51 20 [nm]
Jz;2 RSS LOS 15.51 14.97 5 [� m]

C. Sensitivity Analysis

The next step is a sensitivity analysis for the 25 variable
design parameters of NEXUS. The sensitivity produces
the normalized Jacobian matrix evaluated at the initial
design point po,

rJz = po
Jz;o

2
6664

@Jz;1
@Ru

@Jz;2
@Ru� � � � � �

@Jz;1
@Kcf

@Jz;2
@Kcf

3
7775 (1)

which is graphically shown in Figure 9. Note that param-
eters Ru through Tgs are disturbance parameters, mSM

through � are structural plant parameters, � throughMgs

are optical parameters and fca through Kcf are control
parameters.
The RMMS WFE is most sensitive to the upper opera-

tional wheel speed, Ru, the RWA isolator sti�ness, KrISO,
and the deployable petal hinge sti�ness, Kzpet. The RSS
LOS is most sensitive to the dynamic wheel imbalance,
Ud, the RWA isolator sti�ness, KrISO, structural damp-
ing, �, the guide star magnitude, Mgs and the FSM (�ne
pointing loop) control gain, Kcf . Interpreting these re-
sults one would expect for example that a 1.0 % decrease
in the isolator sti�ness, KrISO should lead to roughly a
1.5 % decrease in LOS jitter. The sensitivity analysis can
be used to select a subset of interesting parameters for
further analysis.
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Fig. 9. NEXUS normalized sensitivity analysis results at po.

D. Bivariate Isoperformance

A bivariate isoperformance analysis is conducted for
NEXUS using Jz;1 = RSS LOS as the performance and
the two most sensitive parameters from Figure 9 (right
column) as the parameters. Hence, dynamic wheel im-
balance, Ud, is traded versus RWA isolator joint sti�ness,
KrISO, while constraining the performance to the require-
ment level, Jz;2;req = 5[�m]. The results are contained in
Figure 10.

The isoperformance contour at RSS LOS = 5 �m can
be reached from the initial design, po, by keeping the same
amount of imbalance in the wheels (speci�cation value of
reaction wheel: Ud = 60 [gcm2]) and softening the isolator
to below 1000 [Nm/rad], thus reducing the isolator corner
frequency to roughly 1.2 Hz. Alternatively the isolator can
remain the same and the imbalance could be reduced to
close to its lower bound, Ud=1 [gcm

2]. The isoperformance
contour de�nes a set, I, of performance invariant solutions,
piso 2 I, and passes through these two points. A combi-
nation of the two proposed changes, improved balancing
and isolator softening, is likely to result in the desired ef-
fect. Note that the performance degrades signi�cantly for
sti�er isolator struts and larger imbalances. The region
in the upper right of Figure 10, where LOS jitter of 160
�m is predicted, occurs, when the isolator modes coincide
with other exible modes of the NEXUS structure.
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E. Multiobjective Optimization

Since solutions, piso, in the isoperformance set I do not
distinguish themselves via their performance, we may sat-
isfy some additional objectives. For the bivariate analysis
in IV-D, for example, it is not immediately clear whether
it is more favorable or \expensive" to improve the balanc-
ing of the reaction wheels or to build a \softer" hexa-
pod isolator. Once the (iso)performance requirements,
Jz(piso) = Jz;req, are met one may consider competing
cost objectives Jc (control e�ort, implementation cost, sys-
tem mass, dissipated power, etc.) or risk objectives Jr
(stability margins, sensitivity of performance to paramet-
ric uncertainty etc.). Which combination of Jc and Jr to
use is application dependent. The result is a family of
pareto optimal solutions, p�iso, which is presented to the
designer.

Such a multivariable analysis was conducted for a subset
of 10 out of the 25 design parameters for NEXUS. The two
performance objectives RMMS WFE and RSS LOS were
de�ned above. The cost and risk objectives are de�ned as
follows:

� Jc;1 = Cost - closeness to \mid-range": (pUB � pLB)=2
� Jc;2 = FSM control gain
� Jr;1 = Percent performance uncertainty

The three pareto optimal solutions, which each individ-
ually optimize one of the above objectives, while meeting
the isoperformance condition, are shown in the radar (spi-
der) plot of Figure 11.

Speci�cally, the isoperformance condition leads to the
fact that all designs, p�iso, asymptote to the same value
in the cumulative RMS plot, as shown for RSS LOS in
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Fig. 11. NEXUS Multivariable Isoperformance. Radar plot of 3
pareto optimal designs.

Reference [14]. The results for the NEXUS pareto optimal
designs are summarized in Table III.

TABLE III

NEXUS pareto optimal designs

Jz;1 Jz;2 Jc;1 Jc;2 Jr;1
A 20.0000 5.2013 0.6324 0.4668 � 14.3 %
B 20.0012 5.0253 0.8960 0.0017 � 8.8 %
C 20.0001 4.8559 1.5627 1.0000 � 5.3 %

Even though these designs achieve the same WFE and
LOS jitter performance, their dominant contributors in
terms of disturbance sources are likely di�erent. This leads
naturally to the application of isoperformance for dynam-
ics error budgeting.

F. Error Budgeting

Error budgeting �nds a design, which balances the er-
ror contributions from all expected sources (e.g. reaction
wheel imbalances, sensor noise) and assesses the feasibil-
ity of an apriori allocation. Table IV shows the apriori
allocation and the actual disturbance contributions to the
variance of RSS LOS for Design \A", which is chosen as
the �nal design, p��iso.
The error budget can be expressed in terms of the frac-

tional contribution of the j-th disturbance source to the
i-th performance as

	i =

ndX
j=1

	i;j = J2z;req;i (2)

The relative contributions to the performance can be
shown by plotting the fractional contributions of the j-th
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TABLE IV

NEXUS error budget

Error Source VAR % Budget VAR % Capability
RWA 50.00 3.54 0.92 0.499
Cryocooler 25.00 2.50 0.22 0.244
ACS Noise 5.00 1.12 0.00 7E-6
GS Noise 20.00 2.24 98.8 5.172
Total 100 5.00 100 5.2013

error source on a sphere (not showing ACS noise). This
sphere is called the Error Sphere, see Figure 12. One sees
that for design \A" the dominant noise source is guide
star noise. This is desirable, since now the pointing per-
formance is limited by the faintness of guide stars and not
by mechanical imperfections of the hardware.
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Fig. 12. NEXUS Error Sphere for RSS LOS. Note: ACS sensor
noise contributions not shown.

Error Budgeting is an obvious application of isoperfor-
mance, since an apriori error budget will always result in
the desired performance level. The advantage of using
isoperformance in this context is that a \capability" error
budget, 	��, can be found, which is theoretically achiev-
able since it is based on the underlying integrated model.

Figure 13 shows the parameters values for the �nal de-
sign \A". The improvements, compared to the initial de-
sign po are achieved by a well balanced mix of changes
in the disturbance parameters, structural redesign and in-
crease in control gain of the FSM �ne pointing loop. A
comparison of the initial and \�nal" parameters is shown
in the upper right hand corner. The optical telescope as-
sembly (OTA) is shown on the left side and a comparison
of the XY-jitter between the initial design and �nal design
can be seen in the lower right corner. Thus, the DOCS
framework was helpful in analyzing the dynamic perfor-
mance of the system, in understanding critical design pa-
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rameters and in �nding an acceptable design, where the
\burden" has been evenly distributed in the system.

V. Conclusions

DOCS is a comprehensive framework for modeling, sim-
ulation and analysis of space telescopes. While certainly
not representing the only approach to integrated model-
ing of the dynamic aspects of telescopes, it has proven
versatile and eÆcient for a number of missions such as
SIM, NGST, TPF and NEXUS. The key steps in in-
tegrated modeling and simulation are subsystem model-
ing, model assembly and conditioning, performance assess-
ment (=disturbance analysis), uncertainty analysis, sensi-
tivity analysis, redesign, design optimization and isoper-
formance. A comprehensive NEXUS spacecraft analysis
was conducted to demonstrated the types of results and
insights that can be obtained. It was demonstrated that
the tight pointing and phasing requirements for the tele-
scope can be achieved by a well \balanced" design that
distributes the burden between the participating subsys-
tems. Despite the progress made in past years, signi�cant
challenges remain:

1. Enable fast simulations for large models
2. Analytical sensitivities for all parameters
3. Incorporation of thermal or impulsive transients
4. E�ective use of experimental results
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Appendix A: Mathematical Background

The kernel of the current disturbance, sensitivity and
uncertainty analysis framework was originally developed
by Gutierrez [25]. It is a powerful methodology for pre-
dicting the root-mean-square (RMS)8 of the performance
outputs, z, recast as the performance metrics Jz . This
performance prediction can occur using the time domain,
PSD or Lyapunov approach. Additionally a Lagrange
multiplier approach is used to obtain the (exact) analytical
sensitivities. The computation of sensitivities in the time-
domain or frequency domain has not yet been explored
and remains for future work. The uncertainty analysis ap-
proach used in this paper is the �rst order approach. The
purpose of this appendix is to provide a short summary
of the framework and the mathematics presented in [25],
thus allowing this paper to be self-contained and clearly
establishing a theoretical foundation.

A. Disturbance Modeling

A disturbance analysis is required, when deterministic
or stochastic disturbances w(t) are present and it is un-
clear whether the performances Jz will remain within a
required value Jz;req. Note that generally w and Jz will
be vectors. The disturbances w(t) can be undesired forces,
torques, base motion, sensor and actuator noise, among
others. The correlation function of the random process
w(t) is de�ned as

Rww (t1; t2) = E
�
w (t1)w

T (t2)
�

(3)

where E [ ] is the expectation operator and w(t) is a vector
of stochastic random processes. If w(t) is stationary the
values of w(t) will change over time, but the statistics of
w(t) will not and Rww is a function of the single time-lag
� .

Rww (�) = E
�
w (t)wT (t+ � )

�
(4)

Assuming that all w(t) are zero-mean, the covariance
matrix �w of the disturbance signals is the value of the
correlation matrix Rww for � = 0.

�w = Rww (0) =

2
6664

E
�
w2
1

�
E [w1w2] � � � E [w1wn]

E [w2w1] E
�
w2
2

� � � � E [w2wn]
...

...
. . .

...
E [wnw1] E [wnw2] � � � E

�
w2
n

�

3
7775

=

2
6664

�2w1 �w2w1 � � � �w1wn

�w2w1 �2w2 � � � �w2wn

...
...

. . .
...

�wnw1 �wnw1 � � � �2wn

3
7775

(5)

8or root-sum-square (RSS), root-mean-mean-square (RMMS)

The simpli�cation in the covariance matrix �w can be
made for zero-mean processes, since for a typical term
�wiwj

in the covariance matrix we can write

�wiwj
= E

�
(wi � �wi

)
�
wj � �wj

��
=

E [wiwj ]�E
�
wi�wj

�| {z }
=0

�E [�wi
wj ]| {z }

=0

+E
�
�wi

�wj

�| {z }
=0

=

E [wiwj ] = �wiwj

(6)

where �wi
= E [wi] is the mean (expected value) of the i-th

random process. The mean-square values of the elements
of w are simply the diagonal entries in the covariance ma-
trix.

(�w)i;i = E
�
w2
i (t)

�
(7)

where wi (t) is the i-th element in w. If w is zero-mean,
then the mean-square values and the variances are identi-
cal.

�2wi
= E

�
w2
i (t)

�� (E [wi])
2| {z }

=0

= RMS2 (8)

The (power) spectral density function Sww(!) can be ob-
tained by taking the Fourier transform of equation (4)

Sww (!) = F [Rww (�)] =

Z +1

�1

Rww (�) e
�j!�d� (9)

Note that the 1=2� factor is not included in the de�nition
of the Fourier transform. Other authors [71] place it in the
Fourier transform formula. Either de�nition will produce
the same result in the end as long as the de�nition is used
consistently. The inverse Fourier transform of Sww (!)
recovers the correlation function.

Rww (�) = F�1 [Sww (!)] = 1

2�

Z +1

�1

Sww (!) e
+j!�d!

(10)

Evaluating (10) at � = 0 will produce the covariance ma-
trix of w.

Rww (0) = �w =
1

2�

Z +1

�1

Sww (!) d! (11)

Equation (11) suggests an alternative way of calculating
the mean-square values of w by integrating under the spec-
tral density functions, namely

�2wi
= [�w]i;i =

1

2�

Z +1

�1

[Sww (!)]i;i d! (12)

The diagonal elements of the spectral density function ma-
trix Sww (!) are usually referred to as power spectral den-
sities (PSD's), whereas the o�-diagonal elements are the
cross spectral densities. Equation (12) states that the vari-
ance is equal to the area beneath the PSD scaled by a
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factor of 1
2� . Depending on the shape of the PSD's rep-

resenting w it is possible to approximate the shape of the
functions Sww (!) by pre-whitening �lters in state space
form, where the inputs to the state space system are unit
intensity white noise processes d:

_qd = Awdqd +Bwdd

w = Cwdqd +Dwdd
(13)

Note that the feedthrough matrix Dwd is generally zero,
since white noise will otherwise feed through, which is not
physically realizable since an ideal white noise process has
in�nite energy.

B. Integrated Modeling

The plant, optics and control loops are modeled in a
continuous linear time-invariant model as:

_qp = Apqp +Bzww +Bzrr

z = Cpqp +Dzww +Dzrr
(14)

where qp is the appended state vector, r is the vector of
reference inputs (commands) and z is a vector of perfor-
mance outputs, from which the actual performance met-
rics Jz are formed. If the disturbances are cast in state
space form as suggested in (13), they can be appended into
(14). This overall state space system (15) then becomes
the \integrated model" of the opto-mechanical system rep-
resenting the closed or open loop dynamics and is shown
in Figure 14. In steady-state the reference commands are

Disturbance
Modeld

Opto-Mechanical

Plant Model

r

z

(Closed or Open Loop)white

noise

w

Reference

commands

Gp w( )

Gwd w( )

Fig. 14. General block diagram of system dynamics from white
noise disturbances d to system performance signals z.

often r = 0 and generally the feedthrough matrix Dzd is
also zero, since otherwise the white-noise input d will lead
to an in�nite variance �2zi of the i-th performance signal
zi that is a�ected by the feedthrough.

_q = Azdq +Bzdd+Bzrr

z = Czdq +Dzdd+Dzrr
(15)

or in matrix S-form

Szd =

2
4 Azd Bzd

Czd Dzd

3
5 (16)

In this paper it is assumed that the feedthrough ma-
trix Dzd is always zero. The vector q represents the state
vector of length ns and has to be ordered similar to the
convention de�ned in [25, eq.(4.5)] as q = [ qd qp qc qz]

T ,
where qd are the disturbance �lter states, qp are the (struc-
tural) plant states, qc are the controller states and qz are
performance weighting states, if applicable.

C. Performance Assessment

Once an integrated model of a nominal system design is
available, the next step is to assess the performance when
the model is subjected to anticipated disturbances. In this
paper we will consider H2 performance metrics according
to Zhou [73] as follows:

Jz = E
�
zT z

�1=2
=

0
@ 1

T

TZ
0

z(t)2dt

1
A
1=2

RMS

Jz =

�
NP
i=1

E
�
zTi zi

��1=2
=

0
@ NP
i=1

1

T

TZ
0

zi(t)
2dt

1
A
1=2

RSS

Jz =

�
1
N �

NP
i=1

E
�
zTi zi

��1=2
=

0
@ 1

N
�
NX
i=1

1

T

TZ
0

zi(t)
2dt

1
A
1=2

RMMS

(17)

The RMS (root-mean-square) metric is typically used
to describe the \on-average" optical pathlength di�erence
(OPD) in an interferometer. The RSS (root-sum-squared)
can be employed to describe the line-of-sight (LOS) jit-
ter of an observatory in xy-coordinates on the focal plane
and, for example, the RMMS (root-mean-mean squared)
metric is used to describe the \mean" wavefront error of a
light bundle by averaging the phase errors of all rays mod-
eled by an optical ray tracing program. Three disturbance
analysis approaches are discussed below.

C.1 Time Domain Analysis

A linear time-invariant system from (colored) distur-
bances w to performances z is given as:

_qp = Azwqp (t) +Bzww (t)

z (t) = Czwqp (t) +Dzww (t)
(18)

where qp consists of structural states and compensator
states, if applicable. Equivalently, the system can be de-
scribed in the frequency-domain by the transfer function
matrix

Gzw (!) = Czw [j!I �Azw]
�1

Bzw +Dzw (19)
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The disturbances, w, are the inputs to the system, while
the performances, z, are the outputs of interest. When
measured time histories of the disturbances w (t) exist9,
they can be used for time integration of the state space
equations (18). Once the initial condition on the state
vector, qp (0), is speci�ed, numerical integration of (18)
can then be performed to obtain estimates of the per-
formance time histories z (t). The standard di�erence
method technique approximates the continuous �rst-order
equation (18) with a di�erence equation such as

(qp)n+1 � (qp)n
�t

= Azw (qp)n + Bzwwn

zn = Czw (qp)n +Dzwwn

(20)

The state vector (qp)n+1 at the n+ 1-th time step can be
found by the forward Euler method as

(qp)n+1 = [�tAzw + I ] (qp)n +�tBzwwn (21)

This integration method is simple but can diverge easily
when �t � �tcrit. For time integrations in this paper
it was found that the results obtained with the ode45.m

solver according to Dormand and Prince [16] gave the
best results. An advantage of the time-domain distur-
bance analysis is that transient e�ects can be observed,
the compliance with time-domain performance speci�ca-
tions can be examined and threshold crossings can be de-
termined from the time simulation. Generally the time
domain analysis is computationally more expensive than
the other methods. Other disadvantages are the depen-
dency of the answers on the initial conditions of the state
vector qp (0) and on the seed used for the white noise ran-
dom number generators.

C.2 Frequency Domain Analysis

For linear systems in the time domain, the output can be
expressed as a convolution of the input with the impulse-
response function of the system. In the frequency do-
main (i.e. Laplace domain), the output is equal to the
input multiplied by the transfer function (matrix). The
disturbance spectral density matrix Sww (!) can be mea-
sured experimentally or obtained from a shaping (pre-
whitening) �lter as Sww (!) = Gd (!)G

H
d (!). The perfor-

mance spectral density matrix Szz can be obtained from
[71]

Szz (!) = Gzw (!)Sww (!)G
H
zw (!) (22)

where Sww is the disturbance spectral density matrix dis-
cussed above and Gzw is the open or closed loop plant
transfer function matrix from (19). Sww (!) can be a
continuous function of frequency, or for the case of dis-
turbances consisting of a series of discrete harmonics, it

9These can be obtained from spinup tests of reaction wheels, vibra-
tion testing of cryocoolers or noise oor measurements on sensors,
among others.

can contain impulses at the frequencies of the harmon-
ics. In the latter case, Szz (!) will also contain a series of
impulses. Szz (!) provides information on the frequency
content of the performances. The covariance matrix of the
performances �z (for zero-mean processes) is obtained as

�z =
1

2�

Z +1

�1

Szz (!) d! =

Z +1

�1

Szz (f) df (23)

The variance of the i-th performance is therefore given by

�2zi = [�z]i;i =
1

2�

Z +1

�1

[Szz (!)]i;id! =R +1
�1

[Szz (f)]i;idf = 2
R+1
0

[Szz (f)]i;idf

(24)

Taking the square root of �2zi produces the root-mean-
square (RMS) value. It is important to specify whether a
PSD is one or two sided and given in Hz or rad/sec [71]. In
practice the upper and lower frequency integration limits
are fmin and fmax, respectively.

�2zi � 2

Z fmax

fmin

[Szz (f)]i;idf (25)

It is important to ensure that the frequency range that
contributes most to the RMS value is suÆciently captured
within these limits. One way to verify this is by computing
the cumulative RMS function �zi;c (fo) as

�zi;c (fo) =

"
2

Z fo

fmin

[Szz (f)]i;i df

# 1
2

(26)

where fo 2 [fmin : : : fmax]. If most of the energy lies in
this range, then �zi;c (fmax) should be very close to the
true value of �zi . Generally, the frequency-domain ap-
proach is more eÆcient than a time-domain analysis. The
method however requires high frequency resolution near
lightly damped modes in order to arrive at correct RMS
values. Also the frequency domain method is not well
suited to assess the transient performance of a linear time-
invariant system.

C.3 Lyapunov Analysis

The third type of disturbance analysis can be conducted
if the disturbances w are modeled as the outputs of a shap-
ing �lter in the form of equation (13). In order to keep the
disturbance w from having in�nite energy, there should be
no feedthrough matrix Dwd. The state space system (13)
containing the disturbance dynamics is appended to the
plant model (14) resulting in the overall system model
(15). If the system is asymptotically stable, the state co-
variance matrix obeys the Lyapunov equation [21].

Azd�q +�qA
T
zd +BzdB

T
zd =

_�q (27)

In order to do time integration of the above dynamics,
the initial state covariance, �qo , would have to be spec-
i�ed. Since the white noise disturbance processes d are
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assumed to be stationary and the reference commands r
have been set to zero, the statistics of the state vector are
also stationary and _�q = 0. This is not true for transient
processes. One may then solve the steady-state Lyapunov
equation of order ns for the state covariance matrix �q of
the system (15).

Azd�q +�qA
T
zd +BzdB

T
zd = 0 (28)

For i = 1; 2; : : : ; nz one solves for each RMS value by ex-
tracting the i-th row from the Czd matrix, pre- and post-
multiplying �q and by taking the square root. The RMS
of the i-th performance metric is then given as:

�zi =
�
Czd;i�qC

T
zd;i

�1=2
(29)

where Czd;i is the vector formed by the i-th row of the Czd

matrix and �q is the state covariance matrix of the state
space system that obeys the steady-state Lyapunov equa-
tion in (28). Alternatively one can pre- and post-multiply
with the entire Czd matrix to obtain the performance co-
variance matrix �z.

�z = E
�
zzT

�
= E

�
Czdqq

TCT
zd

�
= CzdE

�
qqT

�
CT
zd

= Czd�qC
T
zd

(30)

The variances of the individual performances (RMS
squared) are then contained on the diagonal of �z , where
�z is of the form

�z =

2
6666664

�2z1 �z1z2 � � � �z1zn

�z2z1 �2z2 � � � �z2zn
...

...
. . .

...

�znz1 �znz2 � � � �2zn

3
7777775 (31)

and n is the total number of elements in the performance
vector z. Thus, the Lyapunov method provides a relatively
direct way of arriving at the RMS estimates (in the sense
of statistical steady state) by solving one matrix equation
(28) and computing a matrix triple product (30).
One problem is that the computational cost of solving

(28) increases as � n3s, where ns is the number of states.
If the performance metric of interest is a weighted sum
of the performance outputs z and the zi in (31) represent
these weighted outputs, then the scalar performance cost
Jz can be de�ned as

Jz = trace [�z ] = �2z1 + �2z2 + � � �+ �2zn (32)

The percent contribution of the i-th weighted output to
the overall performance cost Jz is then

% contribution =
�2zi
Jz

� 100% (33)

The main drawback of the Lyapunov approach is that it
does not provide insight into the frequency content of the
outputs. The main advantage is that the answers pro-
vided are immune to the frequency resolution and time
step, �t, problems associated with the frequency-domain
and time-domain approaches, respectively. Also, analyti-
cal sensitivities can be calculated as presented in the next
subsection.

D. Sensitivity Analysis

Determining the sensitivity of certain outputs (e.g. per-
formance metrics) of a system with respect to model pa-
rameters can provide useful information. This informa-
tion can be used for model-to-test-data correlation, per-
formance enhancement, uncertainty analysis and isoper-
formance analysis. Gutierrez [25] proposes a Lagrangian
approach for obtaining the sensitivities @�z=@p or @Jz=@p
based on earlier work by Jacques [33]. Note that p can be a
vector of modal or physical parameters of the system. The
�rst step, for each performance metric zi, i = 1; 2; : : : ; nz ,
is to solve for the corresponding Lagrange multiplier ma-
trix Li. Again a steady state Lyapunov equation of order
ns has to be solved.

LiAzd +AT
zdLi + CT

zd;iCzd;i = 0 (34)

Next the governing sensitivity equation (GSE) is solved
by substituting the results from Equations (28) and (34).
Additionally the matrix derivatives with respect to the
parameters of interest pj , j = 1; 2; : : : ; np, need to be
computed. The result is the partial derivative of the vari-
ance of the i-th performance zi with respect to the j-th
parameter pj .

@�2zi
@pj

= trace

2
4�q

@
�
CT
zd;iCzd;i

�
@pj

3
5+

trace

"
Li

(
@Azd

@pj
�q +�q

@AT
zd

@pj
+
@
�
BzdB

T
zd

�
@pj

)# (35)

Here Li is the Lagrange multiplier matrix for the i-th per-
formance. The Lagrange multiplier matrix obeys the dual
Lyapunov equation given in (34). Consult References [25]
and [33] for a detailed derivation of the GSE. The above
equation gives the sensitivity of the variance �2zi , but usu-
ally the sensitivity with respect to the RMS is desired.
The results from (29) and (35) are substituted in

@�zi
@pj

=
1

2�zi
� @�

2
zi

@pj
(36)

in order to obtain the desired sensitivity. Normalization
with a factor pj;nom=�zi;nom is optional. This normaliza-
tion allows comparing sensitivities with respect to param-
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eters of di�erent units:

pnom
(�zi)nom

@�zi
@p

=

@�zi
(�zi)nom

@p

pnom

�
��zi

(�zi)nom
�p

pnom

� % change in �zi
% change in p

(37)

The matrix partial derivatives such as @Azd=@pj in (35)
represent the main diÆculty in �nding the sensitivities for
large order systems. Initial work on sensitivities for modal
parameters (frequencies, damping ratio, modal mass) and
physical parameter (masses, sti�nesses) is presented by
Gutierrez [25].

E. Isoperformance Analysis

Isoperformance is discussed in detail by de Weck in Ref-
erence [14]. For the multivariable case three algorithms for
obtaining an approximation of the isoperformance set, I,
are proposed. These are full factorial search with branch-
and-bound, tangential (contour) front following and vector
spline approximation.

The tangential front following algorithm is a general-
ization of a gradient-based contour following algorithm,
which is used when np � nz = 1. The idea is to gradually
explore the isoperformance set I, starting from a random
initial point, pnom, and subsequently stepping in tangen-
tial, orthogonal directions, vj , where j = nz + 1; : : : ; np,
which lie in the null space of the Jacobian. Thus, instead
of following a single curved line, the locus of performance
invariant points, piso, will be an (np � nz)-dimensional
surface in Rnp -space.

A �rst order Taylor approximation of the vector perfor-
mance function Jz at a point pk = [pk1 p

k
2 : : : pknp ]

T 2 B

can be written as:

Jz
�
pk+1

�
= Jz

�
pk +�p

�
= Jz

�
pk
�
+ rJTz

��
pk
�p+ H.O.T.

(38)

The Jacobian, rJz, is the matrix of �rst order partial
derivatives of Jz with respect to p and is written as fol-
lows:

rJz =

2
666666664

@Jz;1
@p1

@Jz;2
@p1

� � � @Jz;nz
@p1

@Jz;1
@p2

@Jz;2
@p2

� � � @Jz;nz
@p2

...
...

...
...

@Jz;1
@pnp

@Jz;2
@pnp

� � � @Jz;nz
@pnp

3
777777775

(39)

A singular value decomposition (SVD) of the Jacobian
is a key step. It provides a set of orthogonal unit-length
vectors, vj , as the columns of matrix, V , thus forming
the column space and null space of the Jacobian. See

Reference [67] by Strang for a good introduction to vector
spaces and the SVD.

U�V T = rJTz (40)

The individual matrices are structured as follows:

U =
�
u1 � � � unz

�| {z }
nz�nz

�=
�
diag

�
�1 � � � �nz

�
0nz�(np�nz)

�| {z }
nz�np

V =

2
64 v1 � � � vnz| {z }

column space

vnz+1 � � � vnp| {z }
null space

3
75

(41)

Thus, at each point there are np � nz directions in the
null space. The corresponding vector Vn is normal to the
isoperformance surface and the vectors in Vt are tangen-
tial to it and form the nullspace of the Jacobian. A linear
combination of the vectors, Vt, in the nullspace is used to
determine a tangential step, �p, in a performance invari-
ant direction starting from an initial point such as pnom.

�p = � � ��1vnz+1 + : : :+ �np�nzvnp
�
= �Vt� (42)

where �p is the performance invariant step increment in
R
np , � = [�1; : : : ; �np ]

T is a vector of coeÆcients, which
determines the linear combination of directions in the
nullspace, Vt, and � is a step size.
The coeÆcient vector, �, is determined as follows

� =

8<
:

�i = �1; �j = 0 for j 6= i

�i = � 1p
np � nz

8 i = 1; : : : ; np � nz
(43)
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Fig. 15. Multivariable Isoperformance: Tangential Front Following
principle. Axes p1,p2 and p3 are values of some generic parameters.

The principal front points, as shown in Figure 15, prop-
agate in one of the positive or negative directions given by
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the principal vectors, vi, in the null space. The intermedi-
ate front points on the other hand propagate in directions
which have equal contributions from all vectors in vt. The
� sign for each �i determines in which \quadrant" the
front point propagates.

The active points form a \front", when connected to
each other. The front grows gradually outwards from the
initial point until the boundary is intercepted. This is
analogous to \moss", which grows from an initial seed to
gradually cover the entire exposed surface of an imagi-
nary Rnp -dimensional rock. This is shown graphically in
Figure 15. The main advantage of this algorithm, is that
it converts the computational complexity from a np to a
(np � nz)-dimensional problem. The underlying perfor-
mance function, Jz (pj), has to be continuous and di�er-
entiable.
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